NCURA 8th Pre-Award Research Administration Conference
Session Power Points List Available from SPS PreAward
Send an email to: marshag@uoregon.edu with your request for PPTs.

1 99 Problems But a Grant Submission is not One - Understanding the NIH K99, Roo, F, K series
2 An Integrative Approach to an Emergent Research Culture
3 Best Practices in Submission, Peer Review and Management of K Awards
4 Budget Development Basics
5 Conflict of Interest Considerations (with three handouts from 3 institutions)
6 Collaborating between departments, Other Institutions - Interdisciplinary research
7 Developing Complex and Large Proposals_Strategies for Team Building Success
8 Developing Intrinsic Rewards
9 Dude_Where is my Contract_the seemingly uncontroversial terms that create delays
10 Export Controls_Practical Applications for the PreAward Administrator
11 Global Research Risk Mgmt_ What do you mean my PI cannot just open a bank account in a foreign country
12 Global Research Development_Fostering and Supporting International Collaboration
13 Horizon 2020_Management of Collaborative Research Grants and Projects
14 Horizon 2020_Overview_General Principles for H2020 Participation_Legal and Financial Issues
15 Human Research Oversight_IRBs and more
16 Implications for Contracting in 2CFR200_Uniform Guidance
17 Improving your PreAward practices by listening to what your users say
18 International Subcontracting
19 Keep your eye on the Ball_Focusing Funding Strategies to your PUI Identity
20 Keeping Secrets_Power of a Non-Disclosure Agreements
21 Lessons Learned from Preparing an NIH Training Grant Proposal
22 Manage Your Work Life so you can leave at 5
23 Mentor_Mentee relations in Research Administration
24 Metrics for the department administrator
25 Negotiation and Implementation of Master Clinical Trial Agreements
26 NIH_Update
27 Pre-Award Delimmas
28 Pre-Award Roles and Responsibilities
29 Preparing Industry Proposals and Budgets
30 Proposal Development Basics
31 Public Access_NIH Update
32 Public Access_Update from other agencies
33 Recruiting and Retaining SPAs
34 Research Agreements, Membership Agreements, Service Agreements_Potential Opportunities and Pitfalls
35 Responsible Conduct of Research for Research Administrators
36 Shared Services and Lean Strategy Deployment
37 Square Pegs of Research Admin_Helping Everyone Fit
38 Stop, Collaborate and Listen...How to bring a team proposal to life
39 Strategic Planning for Building Research Capacity_Developing a Roadmap to Success
40 Understanding Intellectual Property Issues_What every PreAward SPA needs to know
41 VA and University Collaborations
42 When the %@@! Hits the Fan_Managing a Compliance Crisis
43 Who's on First, What's On Second_Describing the International Grant and Contract Process
44 XYZ_the ABCs of Faculty salary